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A young boy realizes that his vocation in life is to be a protector.
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David in Arkansas, “Great Child to Teen book!. This is an awesome book. It was used when they
were training me to become a long term missionary for my church to help us better understand
and appreciate cultural differences. I use it in Children and teen Sunday school classes to
discuss the similarities between it and Christian teachings. The eye for an eye part is awesome!
It is a good way to bring up the differences between the old testament “Exodus 21:24 & Leviticus
24:20 & Deuteronomy 19:21” and what Jesus said about it in Matthew 5:38-48. I would
recommend this to anyone who are interested in children's books.”

Living in Freedom!, “Adults will be challenged personally by this book. Seriously? This is way
beyond anything you might read about connecting to your child and preparing that child for the
mistakes, joys, work, and life purpose of adulthood. Loved it, and everyone I've told about the
premise of this book has as well. Stunning. Love that we can look to other cultures besides our
Western one and learn these soul-ish truths.”

cnm504, “A Must Have for Every Child's Library. Such a beautiful story for children of all
backgrounds. My five year old son loves to hear it over and over again.”

lacey nicole gerding, “Great book!. Love this book! My kids also love it! Has a great story for both
parent and child alike.”

Barb McRae, “Spiritual Tale. Lovely, positive book for children and adults about being loved,
having unique personal gifts to share, and being responsible for our actions. Parent guide on last
pages to utilize book ideas in your own family.”

Patricia D. Triche, “Beautiful!. My granddaughter loves this poignant story.”

sandlot7, “Five Stars. Super story, great delivery service!”

Helen W. Cody, “Five Stars. A wonderful message for children and adults.”

The book by Dennis Linn has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 20 people have provided feedback.
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